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New Economics Foundation

• 1986 – the other economic summit (TOES)

• 50 staff 

• £2-2.5 million budget (project funded mostly)

• Multidisciplinary team



New Economics Foundation

NEF is the UK's leading think tank promoting 

social, economic and environmental justice. Our 

aim is to transform the economy so that it works 

for people and the planet.



What “they” say

• Infinite growth is possible

• All natural capital is “substitutable”

• People make rational decisions 

• Markets are fair and efficient



What we think

The economic system:

»Unsustainable

»Unfair

»Unstable

»Unhappy



Unsustainable - running out of planet

Source: Rockstrom(2009) ‘A safe operating space for humanity’

Nine ecological boundaries





Unfair - Prosperity is poorly spread 

• Spreading wealth matters

• Health and social problems are 
worse in more unequal countries

• Inequality is worsening in the UK

The Gini coefficient, 1979 to 2008–09 (UK)

Source: “Poverty and Inequality in the UK” 
Institute for Fiscal Studies

Health & Social Problems vs Income Inequality

Source: “The Spirit Level”, Wilson & Pickett



Unstable – need to grow but can’t grow more

• Economic model requires growth 
in consumption to be stable

• Lack of growth = collapse 

• But growth = collapse too 

• We’re between a rock and a hard 
place



Happy Planet Index



Overall results

• No country achieves high 

and sustainable well-being

• 9 countries come close:

– 8 Latin American / Caribbean

– Vietnam

• New Zealand top of Western 

World at 28th, just ahead of 

Norway (29th)

• UK top in EU (41st)



Democratising Economies: What would an economic 
system  look like that was built on  democratising  
economic decision-making? 

Ownership of Assets: How should land and assets in 
our area be owned, used, governed if we are to develop 
an economy where everyone has equal opportunities? 

Finance: What would a finance system look like that 
supported local economies, provided patient capital to 
enterprises with positive social and environmental 
outcomes, supported people to invest in their local area, 
provided affordable credit to individuals?

Jobs:  How can we generate enough good jobs in our 
area?



Source

Source is a network bringing together academics, 

policy professionals and campaigners from across 

Europe – committed to tackling the biggest 

economic, environmental and social challenges we 

face today. 



Source

The current approaches are incapable of addressing the interlinked 
crises of environmental unsustainability, economic instability, and 
social inequality.   

We urgently need an inspiring public narrative that outlines how an 
economy that delivers economic wellbeing for all within 
environmental limits would work.



Alignment

Roundtables

Brussels –

Oikos (think 

tank) 

PrinciplesWorking 

Papers

Vienna –

Institute of 

Social 

Ecology

Network

Summit

Copenhagen 

Business 

School
Priority 

themes:

Collaborative 

project

Mapping –

individuals 

working on 

new 

economics



Source - Aim

The Source network aims to develop the 

intellectual content to underpin a new economic 

narrative



Source – Who?

The network is open to individuals across Europe 

from a range of backgrounds and disciplines 

including academia, think tanks, civil society 

organisations, and campaigners

Core Group

• Daniele Archibugi, Birkbeck, University of London and Research 

Director, Italian National Research Council 

• Joanna Maycock, Secretary General, European Women’s Lobby 

• Nina Treu, Project Degrowth, Konzeptwerk;

• Marc Stears, Chief Executive Officer at the New Economics Foundation 

and former Professor of Political Theory, and Fellow, University of Oxford



Source – Process

• Online Debates

• Webinars

• Podcasts

• Briefing Papers

• Base Research Papers

• Joint Initiatives 



Source - Lumen



Source – What?

Disruptive Ideas

If we are to catalyse the change we want to see in the 

economy…

What are the particular areas which have the potential to 

act as disruptive issues opening up the debate about 

neoliberal policies and demonstrating positive alternatives?



Source – Topics?

• Future of Work and Innovation

• Housing and Land

• Financial regulation and Financial instability

• Energy Democracy

• Monetary Policy

• Food security and Climate justice

• Wellbeing

• Commons

• Redistribution of power

• Institutions in the New Economy

• Connect political actions to grassroots



Source – Timeline

1st of June: Source Launch

www.sourcenetwork.org



New Economics Foundation

Thanks for your attention

www.neweconomics.org 

www.sourcenetwork.org

federico.guerrieri@neweconomics.org



Find out more

www.neweconomics.org

@NEF


